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Abstract: We describe six mathematical books digitized and available online in the Virtual Library of the
National Digitization Centre (Virtual Library, http://elib.matf.bg.ac.yu:8080/virlib/). The first two books are the
oldest printed mathematical textbooks, Аритметика (arithmetic) by Vasilije Damjanović printed in 1767 and
Численица (old form in Serbian of the word arithmetic) by Jovan Došenović printed in 1809. These old books
are elementary from the mathematical point of view, but, certainly, of interest to the history of the Serbian
people, especially to studies of the Serbian language because they were written before Vuk Karadžić’s reform of
language and orthography. The other four books are gymnasium textbooks written by Rista Karljiković:
Тригонометрија, Алгебра, Аналитичка геометрија and Геометријa (Trigonometry, Algebra, Analytic
Geometry and Geometry). These excellent textbooks were used in Serbian gymnasiums and other secondary
schools between the two World Wars (1922–1941). The digitization of these books is part of the project of
forming electronic archives containing Serbian mathematical books printed in the past. In the article other
reasons why these books are selected to be included in the Virtual Library are also given. The contents of these
books are briefly presented together with some interesting points.

1. Introduction
The Virtual Library of the National Digitization Centre was founded with objective to
form a collection as complete and representative as possible which contains retrodigitized
books and other documents, preferentially of Serbian authors. Though in this library there are
books from various fields, the main objective of the project is to preserve and present to the
publicity, first of all, works in the field of mathematics and related sciences, such as
mathematics, astronomy, mechanics, theoretical physics, mathematical geography and others
in which the mathematical apparatus has a dominant role. In the present author’s opinion in
this literature an important place belongs to educational books, especially textbooks used in
the teaching process in secondary schools and at the Belgrade University. There are many
reasons to select this kind of books to be digitized and kept in computer archives. Of course,
any word written or printed in the past, especially long ago, is part of cultural inheritance and
this is a sufficient reason to qualify these works to be stored in such a way. Some more
pragmatical reasons should be also given.
At first, the easy and simple access to these books via Internet enables historians of
education and educators to study the education process in the past in Serbian schools. Any
reader already by simple inspection of these books can make sure immediately that in this
matter Serbia was not isolated, on the contrary the schooling system and education in Serbia,
at least when mathematics and related sciences are the topic, followed the best ones in
Europe. The reason may be looked for in the fact that the most educated Serbs from the XVIII
and XIX centuries largely lived and were educated in the diaspora, above all in the Austrian
Empire. It is also possible to make sure that the frequently present opinion that modern
textbooks are better than those from the past is not correct. On the contrary, the themes in a
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majority of old textbooks were presented in an interesting and methodically correct way
followed by a lot graphics and nice illustrations. The examples and problems were not closely
connected to the topic, but they often illustrated applications in other fields, for instance in
geodesy and astronomy if the topic concerned trigonometry. The sources of the problems
were cited, also the names of mathematicians, authors of important theorems and often one
can find detailed historical notes. In these books important themes were treated, today omitted
from the teaching process in secondary schools; some of them are absent in the teaching
process even at universities. Here only two such examples are to be mentioned: solving the
cube equation and spherical trigonometry. All these topics were presented within not large
books, usually about hundred pages, rarely by about ten pages more.
These books are of interest, especially those written long ago, because in them one can
follow the development of the Serbian language, at least in that part concerning mathematics
and related sciences. The oldest ones were written in an ancient Serbian and by using a script
preceding Vuk Karadžić’s reform. Here Аритметика by Vasilije Damjanović, the first
mathematical book published in Serbian (Venice, 1767), and Численица by Jovan Došenović
(Budapest, 1809), the textbook used at theBelgrade Grand School a few years after the First
Serbian National Revolution. In somewhat more recent books one makes sure that the
terminology changed and it is not always easy to recognise what a given term meant. This is,
certainly, a special subject of studying, but it is enough to mention here that, for instance, the
Serbian word for index by the time of the First World War had been identical to the word for
hand of watches (clocks). There are other examples concerning set, mapping, real number
etc; to add that cosmography often meant astronomy.
At last to mention the Cyrillic fonts used in printing these books. In the main text we
have nice Cyrillic letters including all kinds of fonts, italic and bold, the size, from big fonts
used in the titles to small fonts used in the petit. The Latin letters in which the mathematics
was printed were consistent in the shape and size with the main text. All of this contributed to
the esthetical value of the books from the graphical point of view and to an easy reading. It
should be mentioned that lead plates - letter carriers used in printing before the Second World
War have been remelted so that the printed material is the only source for these fonts. The
digitized copies of these texts appear as a good source for the reconstruction of the old fonts
and enriching the presentation of the Cyrillic script.
On this occasion our decision is to present six books. These are the two oldest
mathematical books in Serbian, Аритметика by Damjanović and Численица by Došenović
and the four mathematical textbooks written by Rista Karljiković used between the two World
Wars.

2. Аритметика by Damjanović and Численица by Došenović
About Vasilije Damjanović (1734–1792) not much is known. It is known that he was
born in Sombor, that he was a Sombor Senator, that he lived in diasphora and that he wrote
Аритметика, the oldest Serbian book in mathematics. The book has been digitized and in
this way preserved as a cultural treasure of the XVIII century.
Vasilije Damjanović's Аритметика is the first mathematical book printed in Serbian
in Venice in 1767. As far as known to the present author, the only copy of this old book is in
the Library of Matica Srpska in Novi Sad. The book has 368 pages and consists of two parts.
The first part has six chapters, the second one seven chapters. In the first part the elementary
arithmetical operations with natural numbers are presented- addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division, whereas in the second part one has the fraction calculus,
proportion calculus, interest rate calculus and conversions of units and currencies. The book
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contains a large number of examples demonstrated and explained. Its purpose is practical,
preferentially in trade. In the book various measuring units for goods used in the trade in that
time and numerous kinds of currencies are presented.
Jovan Došenović (1781–1813) was born in Počitelj in Lika. He was educated in Latin
schools in Zadar and Novi Sad. In Padova he studied philosophy and took PhD in it. As a
book keeper he worked in Triest and later in Budapest. His Численица was printed in
Budapest in 1809 and was dedicated to a Budapest merchant Ignjatije Stanković. More data
from Došenović's biography can be found in K. Došen's article [12].

Jovan Došenović's Численица has 327 pages and consists of nine chapters. The first
chapter is about natural numbers, the second and third ones about elementary arithmetical
operations – addition, subtraction, multiplication and division – the fourth about operations
with mixed units, the fifth about fractions, the sixth about proportion calculus, the seventh
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about conversions of units of length and weight, as well as about converting currencies, the
eighth about calculus of successive proportions (верижни fractions) and the nineth about
percents and interest rates. Like Аритметика Численица also contains a large number of
examples demonstrated and explained. In it one finds a list of names and professions of its
subscribers. It is seen that they were mostly merchants. It is interesting that this list contains
the names of eleven pupils of the Grand School in Belgrade, just liberated from the Turks. In
his Численица Došenović announced the second volume for educated Serbs which was never
printed.
Аритметика from the XVIII century and Численица from the XIX one cannot be
matched in their contents and level with later books which appeared in the early XX century,
as is the case with, for instance, Karljiković's works. On the other hand these old books are
important because in addition to the calculus of that time, one also gets insight into the
development of the Serbian language and the information where mathematics was largely
used then. A similar situation was met in the case of other, more developed, peoples who
published such books earlier than the Serbs, some of them not much earlier than the Serbs.
A special point of interest is that these books are the proper place where one can see
the origin of the symbol «times» (×) for multiplication. Namely, to avoid memorizing the
complete multiplication table for one-digit numbers, such numbers exceeding five were
multiplied as shown in the figure below. The multiplication procedure in a general case was
like this. Let x, y be one-digit numbers exceeding 5 and a, b their complements to 10 (for
instance, if x = 7, then a = 3). Furthermore, if a·b < 10, then let it be B = a·b. If a·b ≥ 10, let B
be the last digit of this product and p the first digit (transfer). Finally, let it be A = x – b (=y –
a), i.e. A = x – b + p if there is no transfer. Then it is x·y = AB, AB is a two-digit number with
digits A and B. For instance, if x = 7 and y = 8, then a = 3 and b = 2, B = 2·3 = 6 and A = x – b
= 7 – 2 = y – a= 8 – 3 = 5, thus x·y = AB = 56.
x
y

X

a

7

b

8

X

3
2

------------------ -------------------------------------------------A
B
5
6
We see that «times» is here in fact cross subtraction. It is not difficult to verify the
correctness of this procedure. In Došenović's book «times» already acquires its modern shape
and size and it is written in the same line as the first factor whereas the second factor was still
written under the first one.
3. Rista Karljiković's Textbooks
About Rista Karljiković not much is known. It is known only that he was a
gymnasium teacher of mathematics and Director of the II Female Gymnasium in Belgrade
between the two World Wars. We have found that he wrote four gymnasium textbooks
Тригонометрија, Алгебра, Аналитичка геометрија and Геометрија.
Karljiković's textbooks between the two World Wars were used not only in Serbia, but
also in other parts of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. The advanced chapters in these books were
used in real gymnasiums which correspond to the scientific direction in gymnasiums in Serbia
today. In his textbooks a really high level of mathematics teaching is seen. In the present
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author's opinion these books are the best representatives of mathematical textbooks in Serbia
of the given period. In fact, his books show how the mathematics taught in Europe in the
twenties and thirties of XX century looked like. By inspecting these books we can make sure
that they are qualitative textbooks and that some of them, especially his Тригонометрија, can
be of interest to be read and used in the teaching process also today.

Тригонометрија by Rista Karljiković was in use for higher forms of secondary
schools. In the framework of the subject of geometry it was its third part. The book was
recommended as a textbook by the Main Council of Education and approved by the Education
Minister, Decision No 23235 of August 6, 1931. The book was published by the House of
Rajković and Đurković in Belgrade. It is also known that the book had several editions and
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was in use till the beginning of the Second World War. The present author's decision to
present this book was made by bearing in mind its, partly unusual, contents. Whereas in its
first parts the subject is standard topics of trigonometry, the last one is devoted to spherical
trigonometry. The book contains the following chapters: Introduction, Goniometry, Plane
Trigonometry and Spherical Trigonometry.
It is interesting that Chapter of Plane Trigonometry contains the application of
trigonometry to solving problems in stereometry, as well as that concerning problems of
practical geometry and astronomy. This can be especially seen in Problems No 7–15. Let
Problem No 13, p. 110, be selected. Its subject is the procedure of the distance determination
Moon-to-Earth.

Note. Aristarchus as early as in the III century BC found a geometric method for the
purpose of determining the distance to the Moon, but the value obtained by him then was too
crude. The first accurate distance determination for a celestial body using the Moon as the
example was done by Lalande and La Caille in the XVIII century just measuring the
coordinates of the Moon from the ends of a baseline connecting the Cape of Good Hope and
Berlin. It is seen that namely this numerical example was used by Karljiković.
We want to pay attention to Chapter Spherical Trigonometry in which spherical
triangles with their types and properties are described. Further on one gives the procedures
how to find elements of a rectangular spherical triangle, also of a general spherical triangle,
followed by applications in astronomy and geodesy. So on page 140 of Тригонометрија we
find the following example:
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In addition to the general solution Karljiković gives also the calculation example for
solving a spherical triangle. The example concerns the distance determination in kilometers
between Rome and Vienna. Here it is assumed that the geographic latitudes of Rome and
Vienna are positive. Thus already in 1930, much earlier than this convention was adopted by
the International Union (in 1977).

In an analogous way in astronomy the spherical distance between any two celestial
bodies on the celestial sphere is determined.
Karljiković in his Тригонометрија in addition to interesting examples gives a large
number of problems. In the case of some of them, especially difficult ones, he cites the source
and the year. These are largely the problems which were given at the mature exams in the
Yugoslav Kingdom (Belgrade, Užice, Karlovac, Priština, Šibenik, etc) and France (Sorbonne,
Caen, Marseille, etc). Some well-known theorems he cites after the author’s name: cosine
theorem – Carnot’s theorem, the Gauss formulae – Mollweide’s equations. It is curious that
Heron’s formula yielding the area of a triangle he refers to also as Brahmagupta’s formula. In
the book one finds words almost lost today, for instance cosmography and goniometry.
The spherical trigonometry presented in Karljiković's book was taught in real
gymnasiums only which would correspond to the scientific direction in the modern
gymnasiums. Today these topics are not taught in secondary schools.
Aлгебрa by Rista Karljiković was used as a textbook in the final form of secondary
schools before the Second World War. It was adopted by the Main Education Council and
approved by the Education Minister, Decision IV No 5470 of April 17, 1938. The textbook
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was published by the Đurković Publishing House in Belgrade. It had several editions and the
third one was digitized. Karljiković's Алгебра contains the following chapters: Theory of
Derivatives and Notions of Maximum and Minimum, Fundaments of Integral Calculus,
Complex Numbers, de Moivre's formula, Third-Power Equations and
Appendix. The most interesting chapter in this book is Complex Numbers, de Moivre's
formula, Third-Power Equations which was taught in real gymnasiums only. Here one
presents the trigonometric form of a complex number and the operations with complex
numbers. To find a power of a complex number he used de Moivre's formula and he gаve the
application of this formula to the case of calculating the functions of the n-th multiple of an
angle by using its sine and cosine.

In this book Karljiković presents the procedure of solving a cube equation, a topic not
learnt today in secondary schools. He cites various forms of third-power equations and their
properties, types of roots (all three real or one real and a pair of a complex number and its
conjugate) and the relationship between the roots and coefficients. The derivation of
Cardano's formula is presented. This formula was used to obtain all the three roots of the
third-power equation.
Note. Karljiković in Appendix says that the name of the formula after Cardano is an
injustice since its real inventor is Tartaglia.
In the same chapter Karljiković presents a historical development of arithmetics and
algebra, beginning with Phoenicians, Egyptians, Indians, Babylonians and Chaldeans which is
unusual in more recent textbooks for secondary schools. So we can learn that Phoenicians
created arithmetics, Egyptians geometry and Chaldeans and Babylonians astronomy. Further
on Karljiković writes that the oldest arithmetical manuscripts found have their origin in Egypt
and that they were written in the hieroglyph digits on papyrus between the XX and XVII
centuries BC. He writes that the first elements of algebra are met by Euclid in his work The
Elements and that the first work in algebra was published in the IV century AD by Diophant
of Alexandria (325–409). Further on Karljiković presents the development of algebra in the
Middle Ages and cites that the Arab and Indian arithmetics and algebra were brought to
Western Europe in the XII century by Italian Leonardo of Pisa, whereas the creator of modern
algebra is François Viète (1540–1603) who introduced algebraic symbolism which
contributed to a significant simplification of mathematical operations and put up the level of
algebra. Also, he presents the contributions of other mathematicians of that time saying that
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Descartes (1596–1650) is the creator of analytic geometry and that he improved the
application of algebra in geometry. He describes the contributions of later mathematicians
saying that the theory of infinitesimal calculus was created in the XVII century by Leibniz
and Newton, and that in the XVIII and XIX centuries there is a cluster of famous
mathematicians: Euler, D'Alembert, Bézout, Laplace, Lagrange, Monge, Carnot, Argand?,
Moore?, Gauss, Cauchy and Jacobi.
Karljiković at the end of the book gives a short review of introducing mathematical
symbols. In this way we learn that the digits of nowadays originate from India and that they
reached Europe through Arabs and for this reason are referred to as Arab digits. Then the
symbols for addition and subtraction were introduced by Leonardo of Pisa, to appear for the
first time in a printed form in Germany in 1489, the equality symbol was introduced by
Recorde in 1552, the inequality symbols, greater and less (>, <), were introduced by Harriot
in 1600 and the symbol “different from”(≠) by Christofen?
Aналитичка гeoмeтрија by Rista Karljiković was used as a textbook for higher
forms of secondary schools. It was recommended as a textbook by the Main Education
Council and approved by the Education Minister, Decision 23325 of August 6, 1931. This
book was published by the House of Rajković and Đurković in Belgrade. It had several
editions, the second one, corrected and extended, was digitized .
The book has the following chapters: Introduction, Point, Straight Line, Circle,
Ellipse, Hyperbola, Parabola and Tangents and Perpendicular Lines to Curves .
Some sections in the book have an asterisk because they were foreseen for pupils of
real gymnasiums only; examples are: Polar Equation of an Ellipse, Polar Equation of a
Hyperbola, Polar Equation of a Parabola, Poles and Polar Lines of Curves, General Form of
Equations of Second-Order Curves.
Гeoмeтрија by Karljiković was used as a textbook in lower forms of secondary
schools before the Second World War. It was recommended as a textbook by the Main
Education Council and approved by the Education Minister, Decision 24650 of July 17, 1929.
This book was published by the Printing House of Jovanović in Belgrade. This textbook had
many editions, the seventh one was digitized . It covers standard topics from geometry for the
age of pupils.
Karljiković's books were written nicely from the methodical point of view and the
material in them is introduced gradually. Karljiković gives a lot of treated examples so that
any handbook containing problems which would follow the main book is not needed. A
special accent the present author wants to stress on the simplicity in the derivation of
fundamental theorems of spherical trigonometry in his Тригонометрија, also the procedure
of obtaining the solution of cube equation in Алгебра. This part of mathematics was available
in any case to the pupils of real gymnasiums of that time. Printing errors in his books are
almost absent. Bearing in mind the methodical way of presentation, the contents, examples
and problems the present author would recommend these books also to the pupils, teachers in
secondary schools, even university students, of our time.

5. Conclusion
The oldest Serbian mathematical books Аритметика by Damjanović from the XVIII
century and Численица by Došenović from the XIX one have been digitized in the framework
of the Virtual Library of the National Digitization Centre and in this way preserved as an
important cultural inheritance. Though in their contents elementary, these old books are,
certainly, of importance and of interest to the history of the Serbian people, especially to the
studies of the Serbian language because they were written before Vuk Karadžić’s reform of
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language and orthography. In them one can also find how and in what way elementary
mathematics was learnt in the XVIII century and in the early XIX one, not only in Serbia, but
also in other European countries. Of course, these first books cannot be matched in their
contents and level with later Serbian books which appeared in the early XX century. Among
them four textbooks by gymnasium teacher Rista Karljiković used between the two World
Wars have a special place – Тригонометрија, Алгебра, Аналитичка геометрија and
Геометрија. They are methodically nicely composed textbooks for secondary schools with
many examples treated completely and explanations. With regard to their contents,
methodical way of presentation, examples and problems they can be recommended to the
pupils, teachers of secondary schools, even university students, of our time. In addition to
Damjanović’s Аритметика and Došenović's Численица. these four books by Karljiković
have been also digitized. All the six digitized copies are available on the Internet site of the
Faculty of Mathematics of Belgrade University in the framework of the Virtual Library.1
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